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An iphone has taken its new step to a new level with the great invention of amazing apps.
Combining features like video camera, GPS, and the new addition of its digital compass to create a
way to view nearby things.

Everyday you will find market with new and latest inventions. People get amazed with all these
latest versions. Let's talk about the latest news tab that keeps you in the know all about associated
events and parties. With the help of expert iphone app developer we are now in the technological
era where our imaginations turned into a real phase.

So if you want to do a bit of exploring then go for a slick application. Tiger Beer, an Augmented
Reality based iphone app that incorporates a rather lovely tool to find out nearest pints where tiger
beer can be served. A great exposure to previews compiled by dazed and confused magazine. This
is being released to promote the chinese year of the Tiger. Simply hold the phone up and follow its
lead.

Featured with GPS-enabled venue finder, allow users to get an on screen directions to
establishments serving Tiger Beer in big cities. Gives you cost so that you can figure out which one
is the cheapest and reviews about bars and restaurants so that you'll know which is the best. It has
an AR view in which you need to hold the device up and you can find results in the camera view or
see them in a map. AR is augmented reality which allows you to chat with unknown audience
attending any event or meeting. If you are interested in knowing any person then you can simply
track that person and his complete details and can chat with them. Find what all important events
are going to be held in coming days and attend that event for more exposure.

There's even a mini game Tuk Tuk bundled on in which is incidentally not an augmented reality
game but is kind of fun nether the less. This game asks you to complete the missions given and
avoid the traffic while reaching to your destinations. There are many other apps which will amaze
you and your needs. With the great advent in technology you can now make your dream come true.

So if you want to do a bit of exploring then go for a slick application. Hit play to see the brief preview.
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